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Abstract. In many regions of the world, such as Southern Europe and most Mediterranean areas, the
frequency and magnitude of droughts and heat waves are expected to increase under global warming and
will challenge the sustainability of both native and sown grasslands. To analyze the adaptive strategies of
species, genotypes and cultivars, we aim both: (1) to understand the composition and functioning of
natural grasslands; and (2) to propose ideotypes of cultivars and optimal composition for mixtures of
species/genotypes under water deficit and high temperatures. This review presents a conceptual
framework to analyze adaptive responses of perennial herbaceous species, starting from resistance to
moderate drought with growth maintenance (dehydration avoidance and tolerance of lamina) to growth
cessation and survival of plants under severe stress (dehydration avoidance and tolerance of meristems).
The most discriminating functional traits vary according to these contrasting strategies because of a tradeoff between resistance to moderate moisture deficit and survival of intense drought. Consequently it is
crucial to measure the traits of interest in the right organs and as a function of soil water use, in order to
avoid misleading interpretations of plant responses. Furthermore, collaboration between ecologists, ecophysiologists, and agronomists is required to study the combination of plant strategies in natural
grasslands as only this will provide the necessary rules for species and cultivars or ecotypes assemblage.
This ‘agro-ecological’ approach aims to identify and enhance functional complementarity and limit
competition within the multi-specific or multi-genotypic material associated in mixtures since using plant
biodiversity should contribute to improving grassland resistance and resilience.
Keywords: Global warming, adaptation strategies, drought.

Introduction
Grasslands cover vast areas of the Earth’s surface and
other than producing forage provide a range of ecosystem services including carbon storage, soil protection
and the preservation of biodiversity. In most rain-fed
environments, the productivity and sustainability of both
native and sown grasslands, depends mainly on
temperature and precipitation (Boyer 1982) and will be
challenged by predicted warmer climates (I.P.C.C. 2007).
In Southern Europe, a decrease in summer
precipitation accompanied by increased temperatures and
solar radiation would inevitably lead to more frequent
and more intense droughts (Supit et al. 2010; Trnka et al.
2011). Therefore the frequency of widespread mortality
events is likely to increase along with long-term pasture
degradation associated with the droughts (Ciais et al.
2005). To cope with the negative effects of climate
change, short-term adaptations may include changes of
species or populations with greater drought tolerance
(Olesen et al. 2007). However, breeding efforts in forage
plants have taken place mainly in temperate areas and
very few cultivars of cool-season perennial grasses which
are adapted to severe drought are currently available
(Lelièvre and Volaire 2009). It is now known that forage
persistence during severe drought is governed by
mechanisms different than those conferring resistance to
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moderate droughts (Milbau et al. 2005; Volaire et al.
2009).
The plant traits conferring relevant adaptive
strategies should therefore be defined according to the
targeted environments. It is also advocated increasingly
to maximise genetic diversity in multi-specific and multigenotypic grasslands as a possible adaptation strategy
against climate change (Kreyling et al. 2012). Therefore,
this review addresses the following questions: (1) what is
a drought tolerant perennial forage genotype? (2) what
are the traits associated with the different adaptive
strategies to drought and how are these measured
reliably? and (3) how do we combine strategies (genotypes) for persistent forage mixtures under drought?
Our objective is to clarify concepts and methods for
the study of drought resistance of perennial forage plants
since they differ from those intensively studied in major
annual crops (Sinclair 2012; Tardieu 2012). We aim to
stress the inputs of functional and community ecology
applied to native grasslands in order to understand: (1)
the nature of trade-offs between plant strategies that
should have more implications in the design of breeding
programs; and (2) the elaboration of a framework to
rationalize the association of genotypes in forage
mixtures resilient under both current and future environmental conditions.
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The differences between drought resistance &
drought survival
Plant growth maintenance versus plant survival: a
trade-off
Drought resistance in crop plants usually defines the
ability of species or varieties to grow and yield
satisfactorily under periodic drought (May and Milthorpe
1962). This definition is generally assumed without
much discussion and is applied to all cultivated species,
whether annual of perennial, whether producing grains or
biomass and irrespective of the types of drought and
environmental constraints. We believe that for perennial
herbaceous species, this definition is inadequate and
needs modification.
Forage crops and perennial grasslands are expected
to produce over many years and their sustainability is
associated with yield stability and long-term resilience.
Their drought resistance should be therefore analysed
over the appropriate time scale and as a function of the
magnitude of water deficit experienced by the plants.
This drought intensity is estimated as a cumulative index
of ‘precipitation’ minus ‘evapotranspiration’ accumulated during the dry period (Vicente-Serrano et al.
2012). Measurements of soil water reserve and rooting
depth will also provide complementary information on
water availability for plants (Vicca et al. 2012).
In the temperate and Mediterranean bioclimatic
areas, we propose to make a clear distinction between
drought resistance and drought survival, based in
particular on recent experiments (Poirier et al. 2012).
Under moderate water deficits (cumulative P-ETP lower
than around -300 mm according to soil depth) and in
temperate climates, most genotypes and cultivars of coolseason perennial forage species can be expected to grow.
In this case, drought resistance complies with the general
definition, i.e. the ability to maintain satisfactory aerial
growth and production under a moderate water deficit.
Conversely, under severe water deficits (cumulative PETP between -300 and -600 mm and according to soil
water reserve), plants are expected ‘to know when not to
grow’ (Bielenberg 2011) in order to survive potential
lethal conditions.
In these environments, drought resistance combines
the ability not to grow during the dry period albeit to
survive drought and to regrow when drought is relieved.
In this case drought survival is a more suitable term than
drought resistance. This issue is exemplified by summer
dormancy which confers to genotypes of some grass
species the endogenous ability to cease aerial growth and
senesce irrespective of the water supply in summer
(Volaire and Norton 2006). Summer dormancy has been
correlated with superior survival after severe and
repeated summer droughts (Norton et al. 2006, 2012),
showing that the ability not to grow during the drought
period is the most efficient response to maximise drought
survival. This ‘trade-off’ between drought resistance and
drought survival can be paralleled with plant responses
under winter and low temperatures, when winter dormant
plants (no growth) are those most able to survive the
winter and regrow in spring (Castonguay et al. 2006).
© 2013 Proceedings of the 22nd International Grassland Congress

Drought survival should not therefore, only be associated
with marginal cereal crops under extreme environments
(Sinclair 2011) or with desiccation tolerant species none
of which are of agricultural importance (Farrant and
Moore 2011). Drought survival for perennial pasture
species is instead, a valuable plant adaptation during part
of the plant cycle which may enhance long term
persistence and productivity under increasing drought
(Lelievre et al. 2011).

Importance of intra-specific variability for drought
resistance/survival
For plant breeders, agronomists and eco-physiologists,
the importance of intra-specific variability which is one
of the major sources of genetic improvement, is an
undisputable fact. In plant ecology working on native
plant species, the inter-specific variability of functional
traits has been recently challenged by the increasingly
recognized importance of intra-specific and ecotypic
variability (Albert et al. 2011; Violle et al. 2012).
Adaptation of local ecotypes or cultivars to environmental conditions and to drought in particular, has been
consistently shown to depend on the origin of the
genotypes (Volaire 1995; Volaire and Lelievre 1997;
Annicchiarico et al. 2011; Pecetti et al. 2011). In
addition, drought resistance and drought survival were
associated more with intra-specific than inter-specific
variability in two major perennial grasses (Poirier et al.
2012). Consequently, the characterization and comparison of plant stress responses should be necessarily
focussed at the level of the genotype or the cultivar, and
not only at the ‘species’ level.

Adaptation strategies to drought – identification
and measurement
Dehydration avoidance and dehydration tolerance
Plants respond to drought with a combination of
mechanistically-linked responses and traits that comprise
a particular group of behaviours during periods of water
stress characterised into several different ‘strategies’
(Levitt 1972; Ludlow 1989). Drought escape, the ability
of a plant to complete the life cycle before being
subjected to serious water stress is relevant mainly for
annual species which survive the dry periods as seeds
(May and Milthorpe 1962). At the other extreme,
desiccation tolerance is only possessed by a rare group
of angiosperms termed resurrection or poikilohydric
plants (Gaff 1971), which can desiccate to air dryness for
long periods, but revive rapidly upon re-watering (Scott
2000). Perennial herbaceous plants combine the more
common strategies of both dehydration avoidance and
dehydration tolerance (Ludlow 1989). We argue that
these strategies have to be analysed in the light of the
drought intensity experienced (Fig. 1).
Plant responses resulting in resistance under
moderate drought through the maintenance of aerial
growth have to avoid and/or tolerate leaf dehydration.
Conversely, plant responses resulting in survival under
severe drought are mainly associated with both
dehydration avoidance and tolerance occurring in meristematic tissues. In some species and genotypes, summer
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Drought resistance:
tolerance of lamina

Figure 1. Schematic responses to intensifying drought of
perennial grass at the level of whole plant and aerial
meristem and resulting ecophysiological strategies (from
Volaire et al., 2009). Scales are arbitrary.

dormancy is another combination of strategies which
confers efficient survival of meristematic tissues through
the dehydration avoidance and tolerance of these organs
(Volaire and Norton 2006). Making the distinction
between the responses of mature and young tissues
seems crucial to analyse properly the strategies of
perennial grasses to contrasting drought intensities.

Meristematic tissues can tolerate greater dehydration than mature tissues in grasses
In both annual and perennial grasses, stress responses of
growing tissues differ substantially from those of
expanded mature tissues (Riazi et al. 1985), since basal
meristems have been shown to survive more intense
water deficits than older tissues (Munns et al. 1979;
Barlow et al. 1980; West et al. 1990). Apices are
protected from rapid evaporative water loss by their
location enclosed within the mature leaf sheaths (Barlow
et al. 1980). In addition they are strong sinks within the
plants and remain so throughout severe stress resulting in
carbohydrate accumulation (Schnyder and Nelson 1989;
Volaire et al. 1998a). It is indeed in this most actively
growing region of the leaves that the synthesis of
fructans and sucrose is the most rapid (Schnyder et al.
1988; Spollen and Nelson 1994). Basal tissues also
exhibit the greatest osmotic adjustment relative to other
tissues during drought (Munns et al. 1979; Matsuda and
Riazi 1981; West et al. 1990). Therefore, basal
meristems of grasses can often still regenerate when the
adult blades are dead (Van Peer et al. 2004).
© 2013 Proceedings of the 22nd International Grassland Congress

dehydration avoidance and

Traits associated with drought resistance have been much
explored and documented in annual grasses particularly
in the major cultivated cereals (Ludlow and Muchow
1990; Passioura 1996; Passioura 2006; Sinclair 2011).
Although cereals are grown for grain production, a
number of identified traits are also relevant for those
perennial grasses which are grown for forage (White &
Snow, 2012). Water-use efficiency (WUE) is an
integrative variable to measure the aptitude of a plant to
grow and produce under moderate water deficit (White
and Snow 2012). The enhancement of biomass
production under moisture limiting conditions can be
achieved primarily by dehydration avoidance through
maximising soil water capture while diverting the largest
part of the available soil moisture towards stomatal
transpiration (Blum 2009). A deep root system with a
high density of roots at depth is a major trait to sustain
higher yield in water- limited environments (Carrow
1996; Wasson et al. 2012; White and Snow 2012).
Maintenance of leaf area, leaf relative water content and
photosynthetic capacity are associated with dehydration
tolerance of lamina which is based on maintenance of
turgor in these tissues by osmotic adjustment (Morgan
1988; Serraj and Sinclair 2002).

Drought survival: dehydration avoidance and tolerance of meristems
Traits associated with drought survival have been much
less explored (Volaire et al. 2009) although recent efforts
to explore the physiological mechanisms of droughtinduced mortality have been made in trees and show the
relative importance of carbon starvation and hydraulic
failure in these model plants (Sala et al. 2010; McDowell
2011). In perennial grasses, drought survival should be
measured after rehydration following the drought period,
using values such as the percentage of plant survival and
the recovery biomass in the subsequent seasons (Volaire
et al. 1998b; Milbau et al. 2005; Poirier et al. 2012).
As plant meristems (including root apices) are the
key surviving organs, adaptive responses contribute to
the dehydration avoidance of theses tissues, through the
crucial maintenance of a minimum water supply
(McWilliam and Kramer 1968; Karcher et al. 2008) even
at low water potential (Volaire and Lelievre 2001).
Dehydration avoidance is also mediated through leaf
senescence and leaf shedding which play a major role in
reducing total plant water losses and therefore in the
survival of many species especially under drought
(Gepstein 2004; Munne Bosch and Alegre 2004).
Dehydration tolerance of meristems has been shown to
be potentially very efficient in adapted genotypes since
high concentrations of fructans and dehydrins contribute
to osmoregulation and membrane stabilisation of these
tissues (Hincha et al. 2000; Hincha et al. 2002). Indeed,
high carbohydrate reserves are associated with superior
plant resilience and recovery after severe drought, with a
strong interaction with defoliation intensity (Boschma et
al. 2003).
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Summer dormancy induces (even under irrigation)
the cessation or reduction of aerial growth, various
degrees of foliage senescence and a dehydration
tolerance of meristems that remain viable under very
severe water deficits (Volaire and Norton 2006). It is
worth underlining again that the interpretation of drought
resistance versus drought survival should rest on the
responses of the right organs. To interpret low leaf water
potential or high foliage senescence as responses
associated with drought sensitivity and poor adaptation
may be correct if drought resistance is targeted but highly
misleading if drought survival is the focus. Genotypes
that survive best can reach very low leaf water potentials
such as -5 to -7 MPa in the remaining meristems (Norton
et al. 2006; Poirier et al. 2012) even though their foliage
senescence is almost complete under severe drought. The
measurements of dehydration tolerance must therefore be
focused on the correct organs, i.e. the meristems.

Methodological aspects in the measurement of plant
responses and strategies
In order to understand the balance between the different
strategies and their values to plants, it is essential to
measure both environmental stress and the plants’
responses under experimental droughts which should be
similar in intensity to the stresses that occur naturally
(Bray 1993; Jones 2007). Moreover, it is crucial to
ensure that the ‘stress’ treatments are truly comparable
between tested genotypes. In particular, differences in
water use due to differences in leaf area or root depth can
strongly interfere with drought resistance/survival (Jones
2007). It is worth stressing that the interaction with plant
size complicates the interpretation of performance
differences between genotypes since the depletion of soil
water is a function of leaf area and total transpiration and
not necessarily of any physiological or morphological
acclimation (Poorter et al. 2012). To avoid these
confounding effects, the best approach should be to
model the responses of each genotype as a function of its
specific kinetics of soil available water and to avoid
using a time scale (such as number of days) as these are
mostly irrelevant when comparing contrasting genotypes
under progressive drought.
To disentangle the different strategies, we believe
that the experimental conditions should be chosen
carefully. The analysis of dehydration delay should be
carried out in conditions allowing the full expression of
root length and density such as long tubes (to measure
root traits and water uptake in individual plants) or deep
soils (to measure water uptake in dense swards). Conversely, dehydration tolerance should be tested in short
pots to eliminate the effect of differences of root depth
(the largest component of dehydration delay) on water
availability (Volaire and Lelievre 2001; Pérez-Ramos et
al. 2013). Dehydration tolerance can be tested by
measuring plant survival after rehydration once a predetermined soil moisture is reached by all genotypes
(Pérez-Ramos et al. 2013) or after successive rehydration
with calculation of the soil moisture associated with 50%
plant mortality (Volaire et al. 2005).
The measurement of summer dormancy is based on
scoring plant growth (1) under summer irrigation or (2)
© 2013 Proceedings of the 22nd International Grassland Congress

regrowth after a mid-summer storm (Oram 1983), under
the correct inductive day-length and temperatures and
after vernalisation during the previous winter (Ofir and
Kerem 1982; Norton et al. 2008). Using the right
methodologies, a functional typology of plant material
according to their adaptive strategies can be defined to
predict plant responses under a range of potential drought
intensities (Volaire et al. 2009b).

How to combine plant strategies to develop
resilient forage mixtures under drought?
The contribution of community ecology for the
design of multi-species grasslands
Establishing persistent and multi-specific grasslands
should become a major goal to ensure sustainable agricultural production and ecosystem services (=ecosystem
stability). Ecosystem stability is a multi-faceted concept
and it is associated in particular with both ecosystem
resistance, which refers to the maintenance of productivity despite changes in the environment, and ecosystem
resilience, which refers to the recovery of ecosystem
functions and productivity after a temporal alteration due
to changes in the environment. While grassland resistance and productivity could be reasonably expected
under moderate levels of environmental stress, persistence and resilience of multi-annual productivity is a
target for grasslands under severe or extreme levels of
environmental stress (Figure 2).
In natural grassland ecosystems, evolution has led to
diverse plant adaptive strategies combining different
functions at the community level. Following the description stage of these strategies using relevant plant traits as
suggested above, agro-ecology then seeks to define how
they should be associated together in order to optimize
the ecosystem services provided by multi- specific
grasslands. In the following section, concepts of plant
community ecology underlying how species assemble in
natural grasslands are assumed to provide a suitable
framework to define relevant associations of forage
cultivars with the most efficient biotic interactions under
stressful environments.

Figure 2. A major focus of grassland agro-ecology is to
design sustainable mono- and multi-specific grasslands with
targeted functions (productivity, biodiversity and perenniality) under intensifying droughts.
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Expected effect of biodiversity on ecosystem
functioning
Biodiversity, whether at the level of genotypes, species,
or communities strongly affects ecosystem functioning
over time (Fridley 2001; Hooper et al. 2005).
Importantly for the conception of forage mixtures, a
positive relationship between species richness and
productivity is expected through plant overyielding, i.e
greater plant biomass production in species mixtures
compared with monocultures (Vandermeer 1989).
However empirical results obtained for sown and natural
grasslands are still controversial since some studies show
strong positive effects of species diversity on
productivity (Tilman et al. 1996; Tilman et al. 1997;
Hector et al. 1999; Tilman et al. 2001) whereas others
reach opposite conclusions (Garnier et al. 1997; Huston
1997). Nonetheless, a consensual view is that the
increase in productivity associated with intercropping
results not from the total number of species, but from the
unique role of a few dominant species with adaptive
traits and specific properties (Garnier et al. 2004;
Mokany et al. 2008).
Moreover, biodiversity should also act as a safeguard
of ecosystem functioning, leading to more stabilized
ecosystem functions in response to environmental
fluctuations when species diversity increases (Grime
1997; Ives and Carpenter 2007; Campbell et al. 2011). It
was shown that the larger the number of species in a
plant community but with a range of environmental
sensitivities, the greater the probability that at least some
of these species will survive changes in the environment
and maintain the functions of the ecosystem (Diaz and
Cabido 2001). Especially for water-limited grasslands,
primary productivity in more diverse communities is
expected to be more resistant to, and recover more fully
from a major drought (Tilman and Downing 1994; Grime
1997; van Ruijven and Berendse 2010).
The positive role of species diversity in ecosystem
functioning is driven by the following mechanisms.
Firstly, species niche differentiation leads to different
levels of functional complementarity among plants,
reducing plant competition compared to that in a monoculture. Secondly, positive interactions or facilitation,
occurs when one species enhances the plant performance
of another because of beneficial effects on local resource
availability (Callaway 1995). Mechanisms related to the
properties of dominant species and those related to
species diversity may be involved simultaneously even
though their relative importance is unclear (Huston
1997). Properties of dominant species may have an
overall effect of leading ecosystem functioning over
short-term periods (Grime 1998), while functional
complementarity and/or facilitation may enhance the
persistence of ecosystem functions over the long-term,
buffering the overall environmental fluctuations (Allan et
al. 2011).

Minimizing plant competition: searching for high
functional complementarity among species
Interspecific competition is a key process in multispecific communities that needs to be limited since it
© 2013 Proceedings of the 22nd International Grassland Congress

may alter plant performance and ecosystem functions.
According to several ecological models of plant
coexistence such as the limiting similarity hypothesis
(Macarthur and Levins 1967; Chesson 2000), this is
achieved by enhancing functional complementarity for
resource use among plants through the association of
species with different functional strategies reflecting
their resource economy and plant biomass investment
(Stubbs and Wilson 2004). The higher the functional
complementarity, the less is the competition among
plants.
Temporal and spatial partitioning of resources
(Hooper 1998) are major factors that structure the
coexistence of plant species, as was recently
demonstrated in Mediterranean communities (Penuelas et
al. 2011). Using a trait-based approach to plant
competition (Navas and Violle 2009), functional
complementarity among species can be comprehended in
terms of differences between relevant plant traits related
to resource acquisition/conservation and plant biomass
allocation, including plant architectural or phenological
traits (Weiher et al. 2011). For example, contrasting plant
height and aboveground bio-volume, which reflects
growth potential, as well as specific leaf area that reflects
light interception efficiency, have been associated with
different levels of light requirement (Gross et al. 2007;
Violle et al. 2009; Mason et al. 2013). Likewise,
contrasting species rooting depth potential and fine root
distribution have been argued to partition belowground
available resources (Verheyen et al. 2008; Yang et al.
2011). Furthermore, contrasting flowering date, a
relevant marker of plant biomass allocation establishment and therefore of resource use dynamics, may
segregate the periods during which resources are required
by the different species (Catorci et al. 2012). Moreover,
asynchrony in demographic processes within species-rich
communities has been suggested as a major mechanism
guaranteeing ecosystem stability through compensation
effects among species over time (Hector et al. 2010).
However, many, if not most of the plant competition
studies have been conducted for resources such as light
or soil nutrients. Relevant traits related to soil water use
have not yet been precisely identified and tested.
Associating species with different rooting depth and
contrasting adaptive strategies to drought (resistance,
avoidance and survival) should be a high research
priority given the predicted changes of future climates.

The dream of facilitation-different species helping
one another
Under facilitation, plant performance may be enhanced
by neighboring plants through their favorable modification of the local environment. Facilitation is distinct from
functional complementarity since it involves underlying
mechanisms other than species niche differentiation
(Bruno et al. 2003; Brooker et al. 2008). Facilitation
(Callaway 1995) results from a favorable alteration of
resource availability (e.g. soil nutrients, soil water, light),
protection from wind and stressful temper-atures, or a
beneficial modification of biotic interactions with other
species or trophic levels (e.g. herbivores, pollinisators,
mycorrhizae).
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A well-known facilitative mechanism among plants
is the nutrient enrichment by legumes which has been a
major functional mechanism addressed in grassland
biodiversity-productivity experiments (Mulder et al.
2002; Spehn et al. 2002). In natural communities,
evidence for facilitation also came from high altitude
areas or from deserts, where large nurse plant species
often enhance the establishment of seedlings and plant
growth of other species by alleviating thermal and water
stresses (Butterfield et al. 2010; Schob et al. 2012).
While a combination of plant traits has been
identified for the ability to form a symbiotic association
with nitrogen-fixing bacteria and therefore to enhance
nutrient enrichment, specific plant traits are not clear for
other facilitation mechanisms such as the “nurse” effect.
For the water resource, water sharing via hydraulic lift
has been identified as a promising facilitative mechanism
for grass-shrub mixtures (Caldwell et al. 1998; Prieto et
al. 2012) but remains to be demonstrated for grasslands.
Moreover, the relevancy of such positive interaction in
the conception of water-limited agricultural system
remains questionable since facilitation may dramatically
decrease with increasing aridity (Rietkerk et al. 2004;
Kefi et al. 2007).

Community assembly rules matter for persistence of
grasslands!
The conception of persistent forage mixtures should be
supported by the identification of rules governing
community assembly (Keddy 1992; Grime 2006; Weiher
et al. 2011). An important point is the strong
interdependency of local environmental conditions and
plant interaction processes (Brooker and Kikividze 2008;
Spasojevic and Suding 2012). Given the major role
played by abiotic factors in regulating ecosystem
functioning (Ciais et al. 2005; Huston 2012),
mechanisms underlying plant interaction processes, and
therefore linking species diversity to ecosystem
functioning, strongly depend on the environment
(Hooper et al. 2005). For instance, the outcome of plant
interaction, i.e the net result of competition and
facilitation processes, varies along environmental
gradients, with facilitation becoming more important in
more stressful habitats. Hence, if facilitation among
species is a potential means by which plant performance
may be enhanced, it should be most apparent under
severe stress or in resource-poor environments (Callaway
et al. 2002; Maestre et al. 2009; Armas et al. 2011).
Likewise, functional complementarity should occur more
commonly under moderate environmental stress or in
resource-rich environments where competition is
important and where resource partitioning is possible
(Weiher and Keddy 1995; Gross et al. 2007). Thus,
management of plant interactions in promoting sward
species coexistence across a range of environments must
consider the co-variation of the effects of biotic interactions and abiotic factors on plant performance.
Consequently, no single ideal pattern of plant diversity
can be defined.
To face an increasing frequency of droughts, the
challenge of grassland agro-ecology is to design and test
a range of forage mixtures based on sound community
© 2013 Proceedings of the 22nd International Grassland Congress

assembly rules for various types of environments where
the short-term productivity and long term persistence are
targeted (Figure 2). Further research is clearly needed, in
particular in environments subjected to increasingly
frequent drought and heat waves, to address the
following key-questions: (1) to which extent are the
assembly rules and biotic interactions identified in
natural communities with low productivity, valid for the
conception of multi-specific grasslands based on
cultivars selected for their high productivity in monocultures and therefore with high competitiveness for
resources?; and (2) how to ensure the long-term performance of a community by combining high functional
complementarity with species or genotypes of contrasting strategies exhibiting various trade-offs between
growth and stress resistance/survival (drought escape,
avoidance, dormancy…)? Both experimental and modeling research is needed and should aim to define the most
efficient assembly rules of plant material for various
types of environments.

Conclusions
To cope with the increase of drought occurrence
impacting forage production worldwide, we point out
two main challenges for plant breeding and agro-ecology
research. The first challenge is to design ideotypes of
forage plants to ensure long-term sustainable production,
either to maintain plant growth under moderate drought
as expected in temperate areas or to survive severe
drought and recover actively afterwards, as expected in
drier areas such as the Mediterranean regions. In this last
case, expected to occur at a larger scale, the lack of
adapted, commercially available cultivars contrasts
starkly with the hundreds of perennial grasses and
legume cultivars registered for temperate areas throughout the World (Lelièvre and Volaire 2009). It is therefore
urgently required to select new plant material,
incorporating traits associated with improved long-term
survival and persistence according to defined levels of
drought (Blum 1996) and then to ensure that sufficient
seed of these cultivars is commercially available.
The second challenge is to develop the conception
and agronomic practices for forage mixtures which
ensure that species diversity would buffer environmental
fluctuations and enhance resistance and resilience of
grasslands. To this end, a close collaboration between
agronomists and plant ecologists should promote the
applications of the concepts of community ecology to the
design of multi-specific grasslands adapted to present
and future environments.
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